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SHOWER de BATH
(Retrofit type)

Installation Manual

Note
User´s manuals enclosed with each device are important documents to ensure proper use of 
product by purchaser.
Ask the person responsible for installation to have the manuals delivered to the customer after 
installation is completed or hand them directly.
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Safety Precautions (Please observe all safety precaution.)

This chapter contains important safety instructions for preventing bodily injury and/or property damage. 
Before installing the product, please read the following items carefully to install the product correctly.

Warning

Caution

Description of Safety Indications and Symbols
 Safety Indications

 Symbols

observed.

Warning
Caution

household effects. You are required to follow them.

Do not connect the hot water pipe to the cold water supply.

1. Name of each part and it function

Switch shower

510

860

14
96

17
0

Spout

MirrorHand shower/
Spout switch handle

Whole body shower 
handle

handle



2. List of enclosed parts

SHOWER de BATH (SKU: NYS-MP1-P-U, NYS-MP1-P-W)

Parts for U type (enclosed with NYS-MP1-P-U)

Name Shower hose hole 
cap

Flow volume control 

Shape

bottom arm bottom arm
Quantity 1 1 1 4 2

Name

Shape

Quantity 1 1 1 1 1

Name Upset head bolt Flat head screw Installation Manual 
installation

Shape

M4 × L10 M4 × L10

1

Quantity 6 2 1 1 1

Name Flow volume control 
valve cover

Flow volume control 
valve fastener 2mm spacer pipe pipe

Shape

 L = 290  L = 250

Quantity 1 1 4 1 1

Name Washer Nut Urea screw screw

Shape

M4 × L10 4 × L25

Quantity 2 2 35 4 20

List of enclosed parts (by type)

Shower Set (L)(SKU : A-8420-PU)

Shower set (R)(SKU : A-8419-PU)

Name Switch shower Shower hook

Shape

Quantity 1 1 2

Name Switch shower Shower hook

Shape

Quantity 1 1 2



List of enclosed parts (optional parts)

Wall reinforcement panel (for conventional bathroom)(SKU : KHP-1A-AT, KHP-1A-AT-UB) Common parts for both SKUs

*1 Wall reinforcement panel parts (SKU : KHP-1A-AT) *2 Wall reinforcement panel parts (SKU : KHP-1A-AT-UB)

Name Wall reinforcement 
panel cover

Wall reinforcement 
panel frame Adjuster Hole cap wash bowl counter

Shape

specified position after 
installation.

Quantity 1 1 1 4 1

Name screw screw wash bowl counter Drill for steel plate

Shape

Nominal diameter  
4 × L25 × L30 M6 × L30

cement
Always use this drill when 

panels.
Quantity 20 20 4 30 each 1

Name

Shape

Quantity 2 30

Hook plate for thermal 
retention material

With decorative cover
2 1 2 each

Verify that the connection joint set meets conditions of 

For U type�STG-1A-U

Connection joint set U(SKU : STG-1AU)

Name Elbow with drain 
valve cover

Shape

Quantity 2 1

List of enclosed parts (optional parts)

Branched socket set G3 / 4 (SKU : STG6B-1A)
Use when inlet of a faucet are not removed.

Branched socket set G1 / 2 (SKU : STG4B-1A)

Inlet

Use when inlet of a faucet can be removed.

Coated flexible pipe set 1M (SKU : HF1M-1A)

Coated flexible pipe set 2M (SKU : HF2M-1A)

Name

Shape

4

2

Quantity 2

Name  

Shape

Quantity 2

Name

Shape

Quantity 2

Name

Shape

Quantity 2



3. Tools needed

4. Parts to be prepared for installation site

30 hole saw reinforcement frame on the back of 

the installation site.

offered as an optional part. 

Decorative screw/cap

members injury.

Nominal diameter : 13A

When branching behind a inlet (when inlet are not removed) When branching on the primary side of a inlet (when inlet can be removed)

5. Installation Procedures

flow of installation procedures is provided below.

  4 Install a counter

  6 Install a flow volume control valve

  8 Install bottom arms

10 Install a top arm

11 Install a cover on a flow volume control valve

U type

1 Install a hand shower



6. Installation position diagram
(Note 1) When drilling holes on a wall, verify in advance the positions of cold/hot water pipes 

using a behind-the-wall sensor, etc. to prevent water leakage behind the wall or other 
serious consequences by damaging pipes with a drill. 

(Note 2) The installation position and/or piping arrangement of SHOWER de BATH (retrofit type) 
are greatly influenced by the positions, etc. of an existing faucet and pipes behind a wall. 
Consult thoroughly with a customer to decide installation position and piping 
arrangement as they greatly influence the image and appearance of a bathroom. 

(Note 3) When drilling holes on a wall, make sure that the body of a drill do not hit the wall surface 
to prevent any damages to walls and tiles.

(Note 4) When installing a system bathroom, there may be restrictions to the installation position 
of SHOWER de BATH depending on the inserting position of a behind-the-wall 
reinforcement frame. Consider moving the installation position in a horizontal direction.

(Note 5) Do not use a vibrating drill when opening holes on a tiled wall to prevent damages to 
tiles.

A. U type






























 






























































































diameter is 6.

7. Installation method

Precautions for installation

Procedures common for all types

1. Determine installation position of SHOWER de BATH

2. Determine piping pathway

a. Avoid an installation position that may contribute to burn injuries or falls.

d. Easy to perform maintenance.

3. Select piping members



4-A Remove existing faucet fittings (No �branching� from a faucet)

 Remove the faucet main body from inlet.
counterclockwise.

4-B Connect branched socket (With �branching� from a faucet)
 When connecting a branched socket between the existing faucet main body and faucet inlet

 Remove the faucet main body from the inlet.

 When connecting a branched socket between the existing faucet inlet and the wall slot

 Remove the faucet main body and inlet.

Caution

  Install a branched socket between the faucet inlet 
and the faucet main body.

mounted joint.

main body

inlet

body

Faucet main

Inlet

(Note) When a check valve is embedded in the inlet, connect a branched socket on the primary side of  inlet.

(Note) When a check valve is embedded in the inlet, connect a branched socket on the primary side of  inlet.

Faucet main

Installation procedures of

 

U TYPE



Installation method of U type

1 Open holes for mounting SHOWER de BATH
* Refer to P.9 �6. Installation position diagram� when opening required holes with a special-purpose drill. 

Caution

2 Insert screw plugs

 Apply silicone sealant.

(Note) Be careful not to break tiles.

Silicone 
sealant

Hole 
diameter 6

3 Install counter back hangers

4 Install a counter

* Refer to P.9 �6. Installation position diagram� when opening required holes with a dedicated drill.

Level

note that installation pitches for the top and 

the counter. 
Insert the pipe from the back side of the counter 

fastener. 

cap nut into the bathtub side of the system 
bathroom.

(Note)  Either a right or left pull-out shower pipe is 
enclosed depending on the specifications 
of a system bathroom.

(Note 1)  Insert plugs at position  described on 
the next page  before hanging the 
counter.

(Note 2)  Snap the counter firmly onto the receiving 
surface of back hangers.

Quick fastener

 

Shower pipe 

Notch

Installation pitch

20



  Secure both sides of the counter bracket 

screws.

6 Install flow volume control valves





Urea screw

Flow volume control valve fastener

Flow volume control 

Flow volume control 
Washer

nut

2mm spacer
60° 60°

5 Install a flow volume control valve bracket

7 Connect internal cold/hot water pipes

(Note)  The length of cold and hot water pipes 
are different. Make sure to connect them 
correctly.

Caution
Do not insert the pipes forcibly.

Hot water pipe

Flow volume 

Flow volume 
control valve 

Quick fastener

Hot water pipe

Hot water pipe : 125 mm

Quick fastener

water supply pipes in the order of the cold water 
pipe followed by the hot water pipe to the flow 

in the middle and connect them to cold and hot 



bracket from bottom arms.

(Note 1)  Loosen nozzle caps with hands. If they 
are loosened with a tool, it may cause 
scratches.

(Note 2)  Be careful not to lose O-rings inside 
nozzle caps or let any dust settle.

  Hook bottom arm fasteners to the counter 

bottom.

(Note 1)  Adjust bottom arm bracket using a 
level to ensure they are perpendicular 
to the floor. Adjustment should be 
made using a long hole on the lower 
side.

(Note 2)  Pull bottom arm tubes into the inside 
the counter.

8 Install bottom arms

bracket



M4 × L10
Upset head bolt

Level

(Note 3)  The bottom arm bracket have the left and 
right sides. Refer to the image on the 
right and make sure they are installed 
correctly with nozzles facing inward.

 

bottom arm tube and push the marked point in all 

(Note)  Push the tubes all the way into the joints. 
Failing to do so may cause water leakage.

bracket. 

(Note)  Pull-out direction (left/right) of the shower 
changes depending on the type of a system 
bathroom. Be sure to attach the shower 
joint on the correct side.

joint.

(Note)  Make sure to insert a packing. Packings are 
tied to a shower pipe using a plastic tie.

Nut

Washer

Shower joint

Shower pipe

Shower joint

20mm



  Snap a shower hose hole cap onto the bottom arm 
at the opposite side of the shower joint.

(Note 1)  Tighten nozzle caps using hands. If they 
are tightened with a tool, it may cause 
scratches.

(Note 2)  Nozzle caps must be firmly tightened to 
prevent water leakage. Adjust tightening 
force to ensure the caps are tightened as 
firmly the nozzles on the top arm.

(Note 3)  Do not overtighten nozzle caps as it 
restricts free movement of nozzles. It may 
also cause damage.

Shower hose hole cap   Securely mount bottom arms to the bottom arm 

has been wrapped around with a sticker tape to the 

Urea screw 
M4 × L10

9 Connect cold/hot water supply pipes
When no �branching�
Connection joint set to be used: STG-1A-U

enclosed with the connection joint set U 

Connect it so that the drain valve 
faces downward (at an angle that 
allows water to drain out).

(Note 1)  When the distance between the floor 
surface and the wall-mounted joint is 350-
400 mm,  connect a nipple. When using 
an elbow, etc., connect it after changing 
the pipe arrangement such as bringing it 
downward.

(Note 2)  Washers cannot be used.

Elbow with 
drain valve

When using an elbow

When using a nipple

*  Needs to be procured 
locally

Wrap a sticker 
tape around.

*  Needs to be procured 
locally.

Wrap a sticker 
tape around.



(Note)  Lay out pipes so that a flow volume 
control valve cover can be installed.

  Lay out a pipe from a branched socket to a flow 

 

Connection joint set to be used: STG-1A-U

valve must be connected at the lowermost end of the 

drain valve can be operated after connection is complete.

Caution
 

Elbow with water 
drain valve

Flow volume 
control valve cover

be procured locally.

the lowermost end 

When there is �branching�

10 Install a top arm

(Note 1)  The top arm rotates. Make sure it does 
not rotate unnecessarily while working 
on installation.

(Note 2)  Do not install the top arm or take it out 
from a box by pulling one side of the 
arm as it may cause left and right 
sides of the arm to be misaligned (i.e. 
both sides not touching the wall at the 
same time), etc.

Caution
stoppers touch the wall at the 
same time when the top arm is 

 

top arm tube and push the marked point in all 

(Note 1)  Be careful not to bend a tube when 
connecting it.

(Note 2)  Push the tubes all the way into the 
joints. Failing to do so may cause 
water leakage.

yourself while

Insert a spacer for system 

is not achieved.

23mm



(Note 1)  Securely tighten screws on all 
designated points. If the screws are 
not tightened properly, the product 
may rattle. 

(Note 2)  When unable to fix at , use a hole at 
 for fixation.

  Install the counter top panel. Slide the metal 

latches into the counter body.

(Note 1)  Install the counter top panel 
horizontally (in a linear direction). 
Inserting it at an angle with force may 
cause damage.

(Note 2)  If the counter top panel cannot be 
pushed all the way in, try inserting it 
while lifting up its front end slightly.

(Note 3)  Make sure counter top panel latches 
(four) are securely snapped onto the 
counter.  
After installing the counter top panel, 
push up its front side panel with your 
hands to confirm that it rests firmly on 
the counter cover without any gap and 
does not come off easily.

M4 × L10
Flat head screw

M4 × L10
Upset head bolt

Latch

*There should be no gap.

11 Install a flow volume control valve cover

Flow volume control valve cover

Urea screw

Urea screw



Procedures common for all types

1 Install a hand shower

2 Affix a high-temperature warning sticker

attach it to the back of a shower hook.
  Verify the direction of the shower hook and 

Screw a shower elbow into a shower joint in a 
way that allows the shower elbow to rotate 180 

  Make sure that a shower hose is securely connected 

Shower hook

Round hole of shower 
hook at the topDecorative cap

(Note)  If the shower elbow is rotated in the reverse 
direction too much, it may cause water 
leakage or the elbow to fall.

(Note)  You must tighten the connection using your 
hands. Do not use a tool to tighten the 
connection as it may damage a hexagon cap 
nut of the shower hose.

Shower joint

Shower elbow

(Note)  Affix the stickers after pipe connection is complete at locations where users can see when 
standing directly in front of the product.

OR

3 Check and adjust faucet water temperature

 
Set the hot water feed temperature of a water 
heater.

(Note 1)  Set the hot water feed temperature 
between 50°C to 60°C. 
Set the temperature of a water 
heater at 60°C or lower to prevent 
scalding by accidentally running hot 
water.

(Note 2)  Hot water feed temperature change 
causes the setting of a temperature 
control handle to be slightly off, and 
as a result, the temperature 
indicator does not reflect true 
running water temperature.

(Note 3)  When the setting of hot water feed 
temperature cannot be verified,  
hang a tag enclosed in the package 
to the handle. 

 

as follows.

shower/spout switch handle on the spout 
side.

with your hand and adjust the flow volume 

volume control valve on the hot water side 



 

may not reflect true faucet water temperature 

temperature as follows.

faucet fully.

 
When the temperature indicated by the 
temperature control handle does not match 

adjustment.

cold and hot water sides fully open?

temperature for actual use?

the faucet fully and turn the temperature 

scale.

a sleeve and pull out the temperature 
control handle.

followed by the cap.

handle

Handle cover

Indicator button

8. Inspection after installation

installed product is presented for customer acceptance.

perfectly.

and do not wobble.

abnormalities.

closed.

  Make sure the water drain valve is closed.

4 Pressure test for cold/hot water supply pipes

heater system
 

and  below. Do not turn off the flow volume control 

front of the instant water heater system and perform a 

supply pipes.

of the instant water heater system and perform a 

supply pipes.
(Note)  The instant water heater system comes with a 

pressure relief valve to ensure the operating 
pressure is 1MPa or lower in accordance with 
the Industrial Safety and Health Act. For this 
reason, the pressure relief valve opens when a 
pressure of 0.8MPa or more is applied directly.

Flow volume control 
valve cove

Flow volume control 

Handle

valve

Strainer w/ water 

Instant water 
heater system



 Hot water supply pressure *1

Flow volume  
*2

*3

Recommended bath chair *2

 

 

simultaneously may result in insufficient flow volume.

9. Specifications (Please read)


